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Patrick
Freyne
Don’t worry,
múinteoir Ray will
tell you when to don
your gas mask

‘W

hen I clap once, you take
one step forward,” says the
nice man on the television.
When he claps, I take a step

forward.
“When I clap twice, you take two steps
backwards,” says the man.
When he claps, I take two steps
backwards.
“When I clap three times you turn
around!” he says.
I spin around, laughing with joy. This
causes my wife to walk in and look at me
with judgment and concern, which she
often does when I’m laughing for no good
reason. “What. Are. You. Doing?”
“I’m watching the news!” I shout.
“I’m keeping informed.” I look at my
stockinged feet (who wears shoes these
days?). “I’m just doing what Bryan
Dobson tells me.”
“That’s not the news. That’s RTÉ’s
Home School Hub. And that’s not Bryan
Dobson, that’s Múinteoir Ray.”
“It should be the news,” I mutter,
because it should be the news.
Yes, I know that in one of the most
iconic scenes in literature, Adrian Mole
realises his father is troubled when he
arrives home to find him watching
Playschool and pretending to be an acorn
growing into an oak . . . but this is not the
same. I’m perfectly fine.
We’re all under a lot of pressure now
and RTÉ’s Home School Hub (weekdays
at 11am, RTÉ2) features funny, warm and
expressive teachers in bright, colourful
classrooms explaining things such as
internet safety and maths problems
kindly and carefully and slowly. Múinteoir
Ray even uses puppets to get his point

across (a giraffe and a sort of superhero,
representing, I believe, Dev and
Michael Collins). Who among us
does not want things explained to them
like this?
Wouldn’t it be so much better if chief
medical officer Tony Holohan and Leo
Varadkar delivered the latest Covid-19
statistics in this manner, possibly with
the help of hand puppets (a cuddly
coronavirus molecule, perhaps, or a
blue medical glove named “Squeaky”)?
And in the absence of such news
programming, is it really so wrong or, to
use my wife’s word, “creepy”, for a
middle-aged man with no children to
watch a children’s educational show to
relearn long division or discover what
giraffes eat or to be reminded not to talk
to strangers on the internet?
In fact, I suspect that if there are
any really serious developments to be
communicated to the people of Ireland it
will happen on Home School Hub first,
albeit in a coded format. I’m pretty sure
the last time I Facetimed my nephews,
they knew something the adults did not,
as though Múinteoir Ray had broadcast
evacuation co-ordinates or the exact time
to put on their gas masks.
Even on the couple of episodes I’ve
seen, there is evidence already of a
changing world. On Monday when
Múinteoir Ray ran through a list of
professions as Gaeilge, an dochtúir, an
garda, an siopadóir agus an feirmeoir
were all accounted for, but I didn’t
learn the Irish names for professions
such as “hedge fund manager” or “spin
doctor” or “social media influencer”.
The RTÉ Stickies are more intent than

ever on pushing their socialistic public
service agenda, says you.
There are some suggestions that the
lesson plan might eventually pivot from
subjects from the old world such as
maths and Irish to something more
end-times appropriate. In Múinteoir
Ray’s excellently John Cage-esque class
on music and “listening” on Tuesday,
one of the sounds he dwells on is that
of an ambulance siren. On Monday’s
episode, an excellent animated section
about giraffes spends a considerable
amount of time on the avoidance of
predators. On Wednesday’s episode,
Múinteoir Clíona demonstrates how to
make a stovepipe hat with rabbit ears that
seems like the perfect animal-themed
costume for a tribal chieftain or local
strongman or Wicker Man worshipper.
Before the month’s out, no doubt,
the kids will have learned how to forage
for food, disarm raiders and chant
incantations to ward off evil. All lessons
will be delivered with the same uplifting
charm.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. For
now, múinteoirí Ray, Clíona and John
and all the animators, scriptwriters and
puppeteers of Home School Hub are
doing a great job. They’re a soothing,
calming and upbeat presence in a world
gone mad. They are perfect for educating
both the nation’s children and some of
the nation’s children’s weird uncle for a
post Covid-19 future and, if necessary,
a new world. And if it all somewhat
resembles the bit at the end of 1980s
post-apocalyptic docudrama Threads in
which feral, barely verbal children are
taught language skills from old recordings

■ Above: Múinteoirí Ray Cuddihy,

John Sharpson and Clíona Ní Chiosáin
enjoying the peace and quiet of a
child-free assembly hall.
Left: Andrew Gower and Kate Phillips
in Miss Scarlet and the Duke.
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of Playschool, then this is no less than any
of us who grew up in the 1980s expected.
Some of the children I am acquainted with
are feral and barely verbal at the best of
times (they know who they are).

Múinteoirí Ray, Clíona and
John are doing a great job.
They’re a soothing, calming
and upbeat presence in a
world gone mad. They are
perfect for educating both
the nation’s children and
some of the nation’s
children’s weird uncle

Evokingthesexismoftheage
Elsewhere this week I got a history lesson
in olden-days murder from Miss Scarlet
and the Duke (Tuesday, Alibi). This is
basically a Victorian reformulation of
Scarecrow and Mrs King in which a
hard-drinking policeman, The Duke,
is spurred on to greater and better
adventures by Miss Scarlet, a plucky
female detective hustling for crimes to
solve in the wake of her father’s death. She
should really be the singular eponymous
character, but I guess they were trying
to evoke the sexism of the age and needed
to get a man involved somehow.

If I was a person in this show, at this
point I would say something like, “A lady
detective! Why, it isn’t proper! What do
you even call that? A policemanette? A
detectress? It’s ‘Punch and John’, Miss
Scarlet, not ‘Punch and Judy’!”
Much of the programme features
our charming heroine (Kate Phillips)
being underestimated due to her
womany-ness before pluckily solving the
week’s mystery. This is very satisfying to
watch. The Duke’s job in all this is to be
dismissive and then, later, impressed. At
the rate she’s changing hearts and minds
she’ll have achieved female suffrage by
the end of the series somewhere in the
1890s (I wouldn’t put it past them –
this week’s episode featured a public
execution decades after the last public
execution in Britain).
Nonetheless, it’s zippily plotted,
wittily acted and very entertaining and
it’s also produced by the Irish production
company Shinawil, so there are patriotic
reasons to root for it. It features the
excellent Irish actor Cathy Belton as the
housekeeper, an Alfred to Miss Scarlet’s
Batman. It also features “Dublin”, an
actor you’ll know from Fair City and The
Commitments, starring as the streets of
Victorian London. Stuck in one 2km
square corner of Dublin, it’s nice to see
other bits of it.

NewReleasesMusic

THE STROKES
The New Abnormal ★★★
RCA
This self-isolating age is ripe for
nostalgia, so the eventual arrival
of the sixth album from The
Strokes with a very timely title is
bound to have many harking
back to the good old days of
2001. Back then guitar music
made a spectacular revival.
John Peel was still alive to
call The White Stripes the
best thing since Hendrix. On
Eternal Summer, one of the
strongest tracks on this solid if
unspectacular comeback, Julian
Casablancas sings “life is such a
funny journey”.
The Strokes have grown up

A masterful cure for what ails us all
LUCINDA WILLIAMS
Good Souls Better Angels
★★★★★
Highway 20/Thirty Tigers
“Because of all this crap that’s
going on, it’s on the top of everybody’s minds – it’s all anybody
talks about. Basically, the world’s
falling apart – it’s like the apocalypse.” Lucinda Williams is
actually talking about the world
before Covid-19. Her press release
was written weeks ago, back in the
good old days when taking aim at
the patriarchy was a reasonable

priority along with dumping
Donald Trump. And they haven’t
gone away. But our new world
rotates on a different axis. The
context for everything has
changed.
And yet Good Souls Better
Angels, the 14th album since the
67-year-old’s debut in 1979 and
the latest in a late-career purple
patch, is a restoring curative for
the numbing fear infecting our
world.
She achieves this by channelling
anger, unease and empathy into a
bristling set of riff-driven bluesrock tempered by tenderness.
Writer Bill Buford, in a 2000
New Yorker profile, was on the
case when he noted the unforgiving rawness of her songs. He also
pointed out that the Mississippi
Delta, the cradle of country blues,
“served Williams as a highly
personal emotional reference

library; something she kept
coming back to in her music for
images, for metaphors or sometimes for its famous 12-bar
arrangements and its flattened
blues notes”.
Certainly the blues has figured
large in her work but so has
country and places in between.
She has also strutted a rockist
persona with some swagger, but
of late, supported by her second
skin of Buick 6 – her wonderfully
expressive backing band of Butch
Norton (drums), David Sutton
(bass) and Stuart Mathis (guitar) –
she has returned to the embrace
of the blues and to mining a life
rich in southern gothic. Good
Souls Better Angels sees her step
outside that world to explore
more political concerns, including
domestic violence and depression. She has also reunited with
Ray Kennedy, the man responsi-

ble for her 1998 breakthrough
album, Car Wheels on a Gravel
Road. He co-produces the album
with Williams’s husband and
co-writer, Tom Overby.
The result is 12 tracks that
punch with a dark, almost biblical
vengeance but also, importantly,
balance vitriol with solace,
hellfire with a hand in need. The
naked anger in the likes of Bone of
Contention, Wakin’ Up, You Can’t
Rule Me and Man Without a Soul
contrasts with the vulnerability
and solidarity of When the Way
Gets Dark and the closing Good
Souls, an invocation redolent of
Lou Reed’s classic Coney Island
Baby.
And there is so much more. Her
voice, her phrasing, her timing
are her own. This is a singer in
tune with her mission and a band
in tune with her.
JOEBREEN

EZRA FURMAN
Sex Education OST ★★★★
Bella Union
If you’ve seen the Netflix series
Sex Education, you’ll be aware of
its wry expression of the awkwardness surrounding most
teenagers’ experience of secondary school and adolescence. Ezra
Furman has documented those
heady days in song form, and this
19-song collection compiles the
Chicago-born musician’s
soundtrack from both series into
one neat package.
Alongside the originals are a
smattering of Furman’s older
songs repurposed for the
project: 2017’s Love You So Bad
is a highlight, like a

and they are keen to show it. The
opening track is even called The
Adults Are Talking, featuring a
Casablancas vocal that is a
strange, half-whispered croon,
and a little nod nod to the
opening title track of Is This It,
where Casablancas sounded like
he was singing through an
intercom.
Bad Decisions features plenty
of classic Strokes riffs and buzzy
guitar fizz with a hint of The Cars
and Tom Petty, all bottled to
perfection by Rick Rubin. If you
think it bears an uncanny
similarity to Dancing With
Myself by Generation X, then
The Strokes have beaten you to
it by crediting Billy Idol and
Tony James as composers.
While there is certainly some
welcome comfort to the return
of The Strokes, when the bar was
set so spectacularly high on their
first two albums, The New
Abnormal is almost bound to be
a slight disappointment, albeit a
rather good one.
ÉAMONSWEENEY

clenched-teeth version of a
Springsteen song, while the
quirky 1980s new wave of
Restless Year (from 2015’s
excellent Perpetual Motion
People) is a delight. Fans will
also recognise an acoustic cover
of LCD Soundsystem’s I Can
Change from 2012. Otherwise,
Furman’s remit is to stuff as
much melody and warmth into
scratchy three-minute indie
songs as possible. Early Rain is
amongst the best of these, while
the 1950s rock’n’roll croon of
Devil or Angel throws another
curveball, and the strummed
acoustic patter of Every Feeling
is bursting with a heartfelt
teenage exuberance.
Then there are some killer
lines, such as this from The
Queen of Hearts: “I watch you
with your purse from the adjacent coffee table / At the Starbucks they built inside my heart.”
If nothing else, it’s a great
introduction to a seriously underrated musician’s back catalogue.
LAURENMURPHY

BRIAN DEADY
Yellow Creek ★★★★
Self-released
Brian Deady embodies the kind
of artist who keeps their head
down, does good work without
hyping it up and allows it to
speak for itself. Yellow Creek,
Deady’s fourth album, comes
from a different place, however –
literally.
Last year the Cork singer-songwriter, along with his
bandmates (drummer Stephen
O’Brien, bassist Rob Daly,
guitarist Mark Shortall,
keyboardist Rory McCarthy,
and saxophonist John O’Duffy)
decamped to Tennessee’s
Memphis Magnetic Recording
Studios. The strategy was to
have no plan other than to write
songs on the hoof and then
quickly record them without
the usual accompanying,
sometimes oppressive levels
of over-analysing.
“It’s how you confuse
yourself,” Deady wryly notes,
but he’s only half-joking – he’s
too experienced a musician
to remove instinct from the
equation. Ditto his band, all of
whom are equal to Deady’s task
of creatively running on the spot
without breaking a sweat. The
song moods are rooted in layered
blues, soul and pop with volatile
Hendrix-like guitar licks running
in parallel with an interlocked
rhythm section.
Baby I’ve Changed, Daddy’s
Cigarette, Hey Baby and the title
track deliver one quality stomper
after another, but there is more:
emotive, slower songs such as
Change Us (featuring expert use
of expletives) and Come Home
(“you’re the frost that stays upon
my roof”) safely enhance
Deady’s reputation as a gritty,
forthright songwriter with a
killer voice.
TONYCLAYTON-LEA
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Patrick
Freyne
Lie back on your
couch, relax and
tell me how you feel
about sexy Freud

I

n order to help others during the
lockdown, I’ve been doing a video
correspondence course in psychoanalysis. The course is called Freud and
it’s in eight parts on Netflix. When it’s
finished, I believe I will be fully qualified to
give therapy (for the moment in my
unauthorised psychoanalytical practice I
just keep saying: “And how did that make
you feel?”) I will also be able to fight crime
and speak Austrian, which my wife insists
is the same as German.
Freud is my favourite kind of correspondence course/TV programme, one in
which a person with an idiosyncratic job
also fights crime. The best of these was
BBC’s Bonecrushers, in which each week a
bunch of archaeologists, instead of
working on motorway development,
found an excuse to battle archaeologically
themed criminals.
In this instance, our hero is Sigmund
Freud, the father of psychoanalysis who,
along with a distressed war veteran and a
sensuous Hungarian psychic, ends up
trying to battle a serial killer, who, presumably, will turn out to have had a complicated childhood.
Frankly I’m surprised historians of
psychoanalysis don’t make more of this
part of Freud’s life. I’m also surprised more
isn’t made of how dreamy he was, given
that dreams were kind of his thing. Sigmund Freud? Sigmund Phoar-eud, more
like. This is a young and handsome version
of the Viennese mind-herder (Robert
Finster) with angular features and
come-hither eyes (the actor’s own). If this
version of Freud is sexually obsessed with
his mother, well, all I can say is, she’s a very
lucky woman.
Sadly, Phoar-eud exists in a world that
appreciates neither his psychoanalytical
gifts nor his hunkiness. He is surrounded
by medical folk with huge beards and
sideburns like hedgerows who continuously scoff at him. Freud has but a small beard
and some highfalutin ideas about the

subconscious and thus he is sad. He is also
on the gak. He gobbles down drops of
cocaine with his historical chum, the writer
Arthur Schnitzler, and they go carousing to
the opera, where we see the crown prince
Rudolph (prior to his job with Santa). Then
they go to the house of two aristocratic
goths in eyeliner who have arranged a
seance. At this event the sensuous psychic
from paragraph two endeavours to talk to
the dead on behalf of a grieving widow, her
sullen son, her precocious daughter and
their fluffy dog. Instead she has bizarre
visions. Inside her untherapised noggin,
she follows the precocious child and the
fluffy dog down a corridor in which she sees
a naked man covered in blood.
“You know it’s a programme from
continental Europe when they’ve got
someone with their lad out,” says my wife
authoritatively, and she has a degree in
German from Trinity College (she also
knew who Arthur Schnitzler was, but I
thought I’d lead with the “lad” thing). The
crimson nudeyman’s lad is out, like
completely. It’s just sitting there like a
supporting character. I’m sure if it
appears again in later episodes it may even
have some lines.
While all this is going on, the noble but
traumatised detective with an impractically pointy helmet, an impressively buoyant
moustache and a jollier and less troubled
sidekick, is trying to get to the bottom of a
grisly murder. Earlier he dropped the
corpse off at Freud’s place because Freud
is also a proper medical doctor.
Then, it turns out, the little girl and her
dog have gone missing. Could these cases
be connected? Freud goes to another sexy
party at the goth house where everyone is
in the nude and creating a tableau (it
really is a fun crowd). There, off his head
on cocaine and melancholy hunkiness,
Freud tumbles into the bedroom of the
psychic, and hypnotises her to see if she
can remember more of her vision. Nowadays wandering drunkenly into a patient’s

room would break many medical codes,
but Freud is a maverick who plays by his
own rules (these are called Freudianism).
She remembers more of her vision. In her
mind she follows the little girl, the fluffy
dog and the blood-soaked nudist down a
canalside tunnel and into a room where
unspeakable things are happening.
The first episode ends with our eponymous hero standing at the canalside that
appeared in the psychic’s vision. Yes,
Sigmund Freud is considering whether he
wants to go down a wet tunnel. Sigmund
Freud is too fearful to go down the wet
tunnel. I’ll leave you sit with that for a few
moments.
Ready? Okay in episode two, Freud is
doing his hospital rounds, where he is still
being mocked by his luxuriantly bearded
superior for his belief that psychological
disorders are real and rooted in childhood
trauma. He is also mocked by the sullen
brother of the missing girl, who is also
some sort of medical doctor. Freud tries to
prove that a lady with psychosomatic
paralysis isn’t just lollygagging by sticking
a needle through her leg, but his
large-whiskered boss is having none of it.
“We have no time for your newfangled
‘brain science’ here, so-called ‘Sigmund
Freud’!” he would say if this were written
by Julian Fellowes. Instead he says
something in German.
Meanwhile, the pointy-headed policeman with PTSD finds an amnesiac murder
suspect he recalls fomenting war crimes
and challenges him to a duel. There’s a lot
going on in that sentence and if I was a
trained psychoanalyst I’d say “let’s unpack
that” but we don’t have time. There’s a

■ Robert Finster in Freud. Left: The

World According to Jeff Goldblum
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nalysis while watching it and will continue
taking bookings for therapy via my Irish
Times email address. How does that make
you feel?

‘‘

Yes, Sigmund Freud is
considering whether he
wants to go down a wet
tunnel. Sigmund Freud is
too fearful to go down the
wet tunnel. I’ll leave you
sit with that for a few
moments

thriving duelling scene in Vienna, you see,
where scar-faced fops attempt to stab
each other with their long swords. Paging
Dr Freud! No need, he’s already here,
wandering phallically along the moist
tunnel he avoided a few paragraphs back.
Here in the tunnel also, for reasons of his
own, is the duel-inclined policeman. I
won’t give anything else away. There are
more psychic visions with the sensuous
psychic. There are hypnotic therapy
sessions. There are mysterious and
malevolent Hungarian goths. There’s
more blood-soaked nudity.
Freud is darkly entertaining and not
quite as ridiculous as I made it sound. It is
so much gruesome fun, indeed, that I feel
no need to fact-check any of it and feel safe
in recommending it as a history lesson.
I’ve certainly learned a lot about psychoa-

Goldbumquirks
Over on the newly available Disney+, a
21st-century version of Freud and/or
Mickey Mouse is available to us on The
World According to Jeff Goldblum. Or
should that be “Jeff Goldblum”? The
famed actor is a charming monument to
his own quirks, and he slinks around
between invisible quotation marks.
In the first episode of his documentary
series he explores the obsessive world of
sneaker collectors (“sneakers” = “runners” to the likes of us). He visits a sneaker
convention, does some YouTube unboxing, plays surprisingly good basketball,
delivers a lesson on the development of
vulcanised rubber, muses about the
nature of capitalist consumerism, has
custom sneakers made for his celebrity
feet and demonstrates a fascinating turn
of phrase (“[The convention is] Ellen
Burstyn with an international congregation who worship at the altar of Mr
Sneaker”). Furthermore, everyone in the
programme has an expression on their
face that says, “Why is Jeff Goldblum
asking me questions about runners?” I’d
get Dr Freud on the case, but I suspect
that Goldblum, like the Irish, is immune to
psychoanalysis.

NewReleasesMusic

WAXAHATCHEE
Saint Cloud ★★★
Merge
The cover to Waxahatchee’s
fifth album features an image of
the singer-songwriter laid out on
top of a Ford pick-up truck,
flowers stacked in the cargo bed.
Like the noble pickup, Saint
Cloud encapsulates a romantic
strand of Americana. Deploying
twangy electric guitars and
neatly strummed acoustics,
Waxahatchee (Katie Crutchfield) moves away from the
thicker indie arrangements of
previous album Out in the Storm
and towards a more alt-country

At its best with the bare essentials
MARGARET GLASPY
Devotion ★★★
ATO
Following on from her 2016
debut, Emotions and Math,
and 2018 EP Born Yesterday,
Margaret Glaspy changes pace
with Devotion. Exhausted after a
long tour, she turned to technology for succour, with the resulting
record bringing mixed results.
She is an accomplished fiddler
who emerged from the roots
scene in Red Bluff, California, but

her second record takes in a
new-found interest in Ableton
and Midi, and an obsession with
the singular but expansive vision
of the late fashion designer
Alexander McQueen. But there
are nods back to her foundation
stones, such as the country-pop
Without Him, with its bouncy
basslines, and the minimalist but
reverb-heavy You Amaze Me,
which is reminiscent of some of
Feist’s earlier work.
But when the enthusiasm for
technology takes over, it makes the
record seem disjointed; Killing
What Keeps Us Alive is an up-tempo, stylish production, but becomes slick and syrupy, with
anaemic robotic vocal filters,
Young Love’s sloping, synth-guitar
hybrid is a confusing departure, as
is the scuzzed-up R&B of You’ve
Got My Number, which fore-

grounds What’s the Point – a
strange 1980s-industrial-influenced anthem about disappointment; “everyone’s got a home run,
and you’re still on first” – but it
disappointingly doesn’t bare any
teeth. The driving drums on So
Wrong It’s Right are interesting,
but the vocal effects takes us
somewhere less so, and Heartbreak takes us on a detour to
trip-hop, a glossy cousin of Aim’s
Good Disease from 2002’s
Hinterland. There is a definite turn
towards something more pop-driven, with Glaspy caught between
many worlds, which pulls focus.
She says the album is “not
about being righteous or all-knowing, it’s about letting love in even
when you don’t know what will
happen. It’s about devoting your
heart to someone or something”,
and that sense comes through in

the most pared-back songs, which
tend to be the most interesting.
Stay with Me brings us back to the
bare essentials, with its affecting
piano melody. Title song Devotion, with its easy pacing, sultry
atmosphere, clear vocal and
message about the freedom that
comes from being honest. But
Consequences is probably the
highlight of the record, its
careworn tone referencing the
best of Rufus Wainwright, with its
haunted piano and swirling sonic
textures, textures that suggest a
wave approaching, a transformative act. It is a masterful ending,
and a perfect parting shot, with
Glaspy letting us know where she
has been and where she might be
hoping to go. Devotion advocates
for an artist in transition; a little
muddled, with a lot of potential.
SIOBHÁNKANE

SUFJAN STEVENS &
LOWELL BRAMS
Aporia ★★
Asthmatic Kitty
If you’re a Sufjan Stevens fan,
you’ll already know who Lowell
Brams is – not least because he
was referenced in the title of his
last album, 2015’s Carrie &
Lowell. Brams is Stevens’s
stepfather and the co-founder of
his Asthmatic Kitty label, and
collaborated with Stevens on
2008’s drone-heavy Music for
Insomnia.
This new partnership is an
entirely different proposition,
inspired primarily by New Age
music; Enya has even been
mentioned as a musical touchpoint. Sounds intriguing, right?
Don’t get too excited. It’s easy to

sound.
In a genre that values songwriting precision, the Alabama
artist is right at home. The
upbeat Nashville stylings of
Can’t Do Much are matched with
lyrics full of sorrow as Crutchfield, leaning into her southern
accent, reveals feelings of
loneliness and unease. Even an
assertion like, “Love you till the
day I die” is punctuated with
some melancholy: “I guess it
don’t matter why.”
Crutchfield never sounds
defeated, though. On closer St
Cloud she finds a morbid sense
of catharsis: “If the dead just go
on living, well there’s nothing to
fear.” Waxahatchee’s writing
rewards close examination. For
those not bothered to peer that
closely, Saint Cloud is still a
pleasing album of simple
melodies and warm orchestration that’s perfect for driving to.
A pick-up isn’t necessary but
certainly optimal.
DEAN VAN NGUYEN

tell that Stevens and Brams laid
the groundwork for these
predominantly instrumental
songs via hours of circuitous jam
sessions. The majority of these
21 tracks sound unfinished, as if
the pair didn’t bother to flesh out
those initial ideas and slivers of
promising melodies. Even the
highlights are frustratingly
unstructured at best (the
hymnal industrial vibe of What it
Takes, the purposeful beat of
Captain Praxis, the 1980s sci-fi
soundtrack of The Runaround),
while the pair’s synthesised
noodling lacks direction or a
killer hook.
If you’re simply after a
background soundtrack, that’s
fine, but while Stevens has
carved a unique niche for
himself as a thoughtful songwriter, this untidy melange veers
dangerously close to vanity
project. The sentiment is
undeniably sweet, but the end
result isn’t a particularly
gratifying listening experience.
Best file this one under “dodgy
side project”.
LAUREN MURPHY

ROBERT FORSTER
Danger in the Past ★★★
Beggars Banquet/Needle
Mythology
When Australian band The
Go-Betweens disbanded in
late 1989 it was, for some, the
end of a golden era for indie
pop-rock. The band’s primary
songwriters, Grant McLennan
and Robert Forster, didn’t waste
much time in establishing solo
careers, with the latter briskly
writing and recording his
debut solo album, released
six months later.
As the 30th anniversary
looms – and having long been
out of circulation – a highly
anticipated reissue arrives.
Along with Forster’s second solo
work, 1992’s Calling from a
Country Phone (reissued
simultaneously), his debut
foreshadowed a preference
for a worryingly unchecked level
of self-satisfaction that would
have been unbearable if the
songs hadn’t been so often
sublime.
This being said, it beggars
belief that on initial release
Danger in the Past drew comparisons with Bob Dylan’s Blood on
the Tracks. Forster’s style here is
crackling Americana and
certainly Dylanesque in parts,
but the songs aren’t there yet.
His more recent work has
settled, certainly, into a classic
phase, but 30 years ago it was
embryonic. And yet, as you
might expect, there are gorgeous tunes here: the compact
likes of The River People, I’ve
Been Looking for Somebody,
and Justice are folk-pop standouts on a flawed, inconsistent
record that Forster describes in
the liner notes as a collection of
songs itching “to tell the story
that an album allowed you to
tell”.
TONY CLAYTON-LEA
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Patrick
Freyne
May I have the
pleasure of the
next ultraviolent
dance?

N

ational treasure Colm Meaney
stars in the new TV series Gangs
of London, which started this
week on Sky Atlantic (every
Thursday, but all episodes are available
to watch on Now TV). His head is the most
Irish of heads, as Irish as red lemonade
or Supermacs or myopic localism or
melancholy or saying “Howya horse?”
to the guard who is about to breathalyse
you. I stand up, salute and start singing
the national anthem whenever I see the
head of Colm Meaney.
Sadly, he is only in Gangs of London
mere minutes before that head is
ventilated by a youthful assassin and
he lies choking in his own blood. What
a swizz. As a fan of The Meaney I am
appalled. Initially I assumed they would
Weekend at Bernie him as a charismatic
corpse throughout the remains of this
10-part series. And, in a way, they do. His
character, the mob boss Finn Wallace,
overshadows the whole story and turns up
in ominous flashbacks wherein he gnaws
on the scenery greedily as though it were a
delicious Cadbury’s Chomp.
Gangs of London comes from
Gareth Evans, director of the amazing
Indonesian film The Raid, which was
essentially one long violent trailer.
Sadly for fans of such things, while
Gangs of London has some spectacular
ultraviolence, there’s also a lot of talking.
I know! What is this, Mass? If we wanted
to hear talking, we’d spend time with our
housebound families. Luckily, the plot is
of the familiar sort wherein you don’t

really have to think too much.
The central family includes a steely
matriarch (the brilliant Michelle
Fairley), a Fredo-esque drug addict
and a doctor intent on having nothing to
do with the family business. Then there’s
the heir apparent, Sean, played by
stretched child Joe Cole. He’s a frowny
sociopath who wishes to test the loyalty
of his father’s business colleagues by
setting people on fire and organising
massacres. These colleagues are rival
gangs from all over the world (fictional
street gangs are a useful remote-teaching
tool for quarantining geography teachers)
and they meet at the Wallace homestead
to pay tribute to Joe Cole, much as I expect
the editors of all the main Irish media
outlets will pay tribute to my heirs when
my time comes.
Many of the winningly international
mob bosses get an opportunity to
perpetrate particularly creative acts
of vicious violence. Some of this is loopily
grim, involving people being broiled
alive or drowned in wet concrete or
de-brained by a bolt gun. I mean,
there have to be easier ways to kill
people.
Sean is set up as a suitably dead-eyed
antihero, but the “hero” is a glowering
fightyman named Elliot (Sope Dìrísù).
Unlike his cinematic namesake, Elliot
does not develop a beautiful spiritual
bond with a Jesus-like alien, but instead
forms a beautiful spiritual bond with a
sociopathic mob boss. Elliot is a hired
goon, a profession so omnipresent on

TV crime dramas that I feel it should be on
the CAO form (“If I don’t get Goonery in
NUIG, I’m hoping for Stoogistry in
Maynooth”).
He wanders around stabbing holes
in people and making their limbs less
straight while sporadically looking
sad, for he has a tragic past. (There was
definitely a production note at some point
that read: “Stick a dead wife in there,
Gareth”.)
Most of each episode – I’ve watched
four of them – simply exists to give
narrative context to the beautifully
choreographed acts of ultraviolence.
These are as regular as the 123 bus.
This week, for example, Elliot goes
into a pub only to be set upon by violent
Albanians angry about mob crime,
the Eurovision song contest and lazy
stereotyping, probably. He stabs,
he gouges, he cripples and maims. He
snaps limbs, lacerates faces with pint
glasses and slices arteries with a dart he’s
grabbed from a dartboard. It makes me
think. I think: “God, it would be lovely to
be in a pub. It’s been ages since I’ve been
in a pub.”
Then I think: “One singular sensation,
every single step she takes! One thrilling
combination, every move that she
maaaaakes . . .” Because there’s more
choreography in one of Gareth Evans’s
fight scenes than in all of A Chorus Line,
and if you ignore the crunch of bones, the
squelch of flesh and the gush of bodily
fluids, Elliot is basically doing a lovely
dance. He gets some of the best lines, too.

■ Above: Sope Dìrísù (right) as Elliot in
Gangs of London . Left: Colm Meany as
spectral crime boss Finn Wallace.
PHOTOGRAPHS: SKY UK LIMITED
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When someone notes how unlikely it is
that he single-handedly took out eight
men in a pub, he grunts, “I ’ad a dart.”

What drives the narrative
for Sean, Elliot and the
grieving nation of Ireland
is discovering the identity
of whoever killed Colm
Meaney and uncovering
that great Irishman’s
ominous secrets. In a sense,
this show could be called
Man’s Search for Meaney

Blightedage
There are, of course, a few twists over the
course of the tense first episodes. I won’t
spoil them here, but suffice it to say these
are the types of twists that only someone
who has never watched television before
or genuinely thinks this is what fighting
looks like will have trouble foreseeing.
Finn Wallace had a secret. No! A key
character is an undercover policeman.
Whaaat? A trusted colleague is engaged in
betrayal. Never! Are you saying we can’t
even trust violent mob bosses to be
straight with us in this blighted age?
What drives the narrative for Sean,
Elliot and the grieving nation of Ireland
is discovering the identity of whoever

killed Colm Meaney and uncovering that
great Irishman’s ominous secrets. In a
sense, this show could be called Man’s
Search for Meaney, such is the power of
his spectral character.
Well, it’s not going to be that easy.
When Elliot finally tracks two young
gunmen to a disused factory, he
finds, among other things, a corpse
dismembered in a bath and a huge
filth-soaked man in underpants and
wellies. I know that this isn’t unusual
these days – it’s week five in a lockdown.
But this programme was made in an era
when people got dressed in the morning.
Elliot quickly determines that this is a
strange, unstable man and not just
someone who’s been trying to
home-school his kids while Zoom
conferencing the office.
The filth-soaked underpants man runs
at Elliot with a cleaver and the duo
pirouette and spin and mutilate each
other in a graceful lather of blood spray
and grunting (“One singular sensation!”
I sing again). There is nothing new in the
plot, tropes or stock types you’ll find in
Gangs of London, but they’re rarely
executed with such stylishly gruesome
panache. It is quite enjoyable, if you are a
fan of the musical arts.

NewReleasesMusic

From afar to extremely close
JOHN SHEAHAN
Flirting Fiddles ★★★★
TY4TM
With equal parts grace and
danger, John Sheahan has
recorded his first solo album in
his 80th year. It’s a freewheeling, scampish delight.
Full of original compositions,
they collectively trace an arc
both geographical and spiritual
across the landscape of
Sheahan’s picaresque life.
The liner notes, the poetry
excerpts (more of Sheahan’s
inquiring mind at work) and the
photographs meld seamlessly
with the high-definition
spectrum of musical styles: a
reminder of the riches that come

BEACH COMBER
Parting Cuts ★★★★
Self-released
As far as wedding presents go,
having an album written and
recorded in your honour sure
beats a toaster or an ornamental
letter opener. When the gift giver
is songwriter and musician Rory
Friers, that makes it all the more
special.
Friers is best known as the
co-founder and phenomenal
guitarist of Belfast alt-rock heroes
And So I Watch You from Afar,
but this solo project is a million
sonic miles from the blazing
inferno of epic rock noodling that
band is known for.
Of course, it’s not the thirtysomething’s first musical aboutturn; in recent years he co-composed the soundtrack for Irish
horror film The Cured, and has
also dabbled in electronica with
another solo project, Thrash
Hat.Now he has adopted the
moniker Beach Comber, with
Parting Cuts that aforementioned
wedding gift for his sister Ciara
and her husband Dara.
Parting Cuts was recorded and
produced several years ago in a
remote farmhouse on the Antrim
coast, with only his guitar, his
laptop and a “box of stuff to shake
and bang” for company. The
intimate setting lends itself to the
personal nature of these songs;
they wouldn’t have sounded quite
as compelling or charming with a
slick studio-honed glossiness.
Instead, Friers adopts a lo-fi
approach for this short collection
that is more in line with the likes
of Sufjan Stevens or Mount Eerie.
He takes us on a journey of Ciara
and Dara’s year-long trip around

NEIL INNES
How Sweet to be an Idiot ★★★
Grapefruit Records/
Parlophone Records

the world; the stately marching
beat of the title track glistens with
promise as their adventure
begins; and Two Set Sail’s cantering pace sees him filter his voice
into a near-falsetto as they launch
into their voyage with a giddy
canter.
Friers sets the scenes of
these vignettes brilliantly, often
without the addition of lyrics.
The rich, rollicking guitar on the
instrumental South Pacific evokes

the shimmer of sun hitting the
ocean without a single word; his
work on soundtracks is audible on
songs such as this and the gloopy
tinkle of xylophone on the mellow
Kickin’ Back in Saquarema.
On album highlight Two Do
Battle with the Mountain (So on
You Go), his delicate harmonising
gathers pace amid mentions of
avocados and hummingbirds,
building to a wonderful folky
cacophony. The tautly strummed

Driving on My Own is abundant
with handclaps and a frenetic
energy, while A Strange Christmas (Tell Us that You’re Fine) has
a yearning sense of melancholy,
framed by the highs and lows of
their year away from home.
It may have been written for a
specific occasion, but like all the
best pieces of art, this lo-fi, artfully
disordered album has a universal
charm.
LAURENMURPHY

British musician and comedian
Neil Innes died at the end of
2019, and in his passing we
lost one of the building blocks of
jaunty, satiric pop music. Never
fond of the spotlight – despite
being integrally associated with
the Monty Python team, The
Beatles, and pastiche stylists The
Rutles – Innes was forever
hampered with the “novelty”
tag. In 1969, he nabbed an Ivor
Novello award for best novelty
song for I’m the Urban Spaceman, a sizeable hit for The
Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band, but

from a CD, never replicated
online.
Sheahan’s innate conviviality
resonates throughout: from
the iconic Marino Waltz to a
farewell tune composed on his
arrival at the breathtaking
Norwegian city of Harstad, to
the baroque delights of MV
Celine and the Parisian
nonchalance of Diminished
Swing, this is a collection that
offers a peek into a musical
imagination of endless
possibilities.
His chosen collaborators
are equally eclectic: from
compadre in arms Colm Mac
Con Iomaire, to jazz guitarist,
Drazen Derek, piper Mick
O’Brien and saxophonist Richie
Buckley.
Flirting Fiddles’ lengthy
gestation speaks volumes about
the merits of taking his own
sweet time in coming to this
juncture in his musical career.
A revelatory collection to be
relished as a long player.
SIOBHÁNLONG

he longed to record original
songs that would direct him (as
quoted in the liner notes)
“towards a situation where I
don’t have to be funny”.
Now handsomely reissued
(with several singles and
additional tracks), his 1973
debut solo album introduces the
listener to serious musicianship
and songwriting craft that
matches the work of thencontemporaries Little Feat and
Randy Newman. Songs such as
Lie Down and Be Counted,
Momma B, Fluff on the Needle,
and Immortal Invisible point to a
talent that was, perhaps, too
readily directed to where the
money lay (comedic acting and
writing).
The highlight, inevitably, is
the title track, which is so perfect
a Beatlesque pop song that in the
mid-1990s Innes’ publishers
(EMI) took Oasis to court on the
basis of their single, Whatever,
sounding, shall we say, ever so
slightly similar.
TONYCLAYTON-LEA

SUNKEN FOAL
Hexamose ★★★★
Countersunk
To the best of my knowledge,
nobody has authored an electronic
album about confectionary. Aphex
Twin hasn’t done a Selected
Ambient Chocolate Works. Brian
Eno’s sprawling back catalogue
doesn’t feature any homage to
sweets. Dunk Murphy, aka Sunken
Foal, is an electronic artist well
versed in what he calls the “occult
language of the synthesiser”. For
more than a decade, Murphy has
pursued numerous electric
dreams, launching music on
Planet Mu and with the 101 Beats
Per Minute collective, releasing a
bunch of albums and tonnes of
EPs, in addition to considerable
output as one half of the duo
Ambulance.
Hexose is Murphy’s seventh
album as Sunken Foal, taking its
title from the name for sugars
comprising glucose, galactose,
and fructose. Hence, the track
titles include Softies, Dark Bounty
and Instant Whip.
The music is as delicately
layered as any chocolate treat.
Opening track Caramac starts in
lush Boards of Canada territory,
before opening out into a delicious
arrangement of widescreen
electronica.Yazd Pashmak, named
after an Iranian syrup- based
dessert, twists things slightly into
odd minimal funk. Barley Stick
certainly isn’t any more traditional, a twinkling electronic mini-epic
and the longest sweet – sorry, I
mean track – on Hexose.
While there are pleasant shades
of classic Warp acts, Murphy’s
swirling electronica dances to his
own sweet beat and fashions a
finely crafted album of sweet sonic
delights to taste and savour. One of
Ireland’s most prolific and
accomplished producers has
delivered the goods yet again.
ÉAMONSWEENEY

